New Chela HU Chants for You!

Anytime you sing HU as a love offering to Sugmad, the Lord of all creation, your heart fills with the Light and Sound of God.... HU, the name of God, brings us into a holy alliance with the Light and Sound, the Word of God.

—Sri Harold Klemp, The Living Word, Book 2

A Gift for Soul!
Satsang Societies are welcome to hold special HU Chants for chelas involved in specific areas of ECK interest or service.

This includes individual HU Chants for Arahatas, ECK families, ECK parents, Vahanas, and volunteers.

Greater Alignment
These are sacred opportunities to come into a greater alignment with the ECK Current in the company of others with a shared spiritual focus.

Such HU Chants stir the unfoldment of the individual and reveal the inner blessings of being a part of the ECK community. They can be from twenty to forty minutes long and can be followed by fellowship and light refreshments.

A Divine Tuning Fork
The contemplation seed for each HU Chant serves as a divine tuning fork and is chosen with care.

For example, a HU Chant for Vahanas could begin with a reading of “The Council of the Nine” from ECK Essentials, by Sri Harold, or a passage from Handbook for ECK Leaders.

Arahata HU Chants might use passages from The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad on the importance of Satsang, or perhaps “The Most Important Message,” for inspiration from page 2 of the ECK Arahata Book.

Q&As can also be great contemplation seeds!

True Contemplation
This heightened focus is another expression of true contemplation of the ECK works.

* * *

Contact your local Spiritual Services director to see what is or could become available in your area. These HU Chants are provided in addition to the regular chela HU Chants and mainly follow the Chela HU Chants guidelines.

* * *

Fill your heart with the Light and Sound of God!